
Freestanding STOVE PICARD KOZA/PICARD

Price: 

€748.00 

EAN: 
5903950194209

PICARD is a steel freestanding stove with a
rounded front which uniquely enhances the
beautiful vision of re. It is a great solution
for people who are looking for a modern
and ecological device.

Technical Speci cations
Rated output (kW) 9,0
Range of heating power (kW) 8.0 - 12.0
E ciency (%) 80,0
Exhaust outlet diameter (mm) 150
Complies with Ecodesign criteria Yes
Designed for heat recovery unit Yes
Fuel type recommended seasoned hardwood with moisture

≤20%
Weight (kg) 137,0
CO emission (at 13% O 2 ) ≤ given in % 0,10
Flue gas temperature (℃) 231,0
Max log length (cm) 25
Emission of dust (mg/Nm ) 37,0
Compliance with BImSchV 2 standard Yes
The energy e ciency index EEI 107,00
Glazing type quadrant

Shipping on pallet 
transfer - zł106.00
COD - zł111.00
Implementation within 

14 days
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https://kratki.com/sklep/en/produkt/6299/freestanding-stove-picard
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Opening of the doors to the left
Material steel
Width (cm) 51,80
Height (cm) 126,10
Depth (cm) 52,20
External air inlet Yes
The liner of the combustion chamber Yes
Ashpan Yes
Decorative printed glass No
ASDP - automatic control of the air supply No
Turbine TURBOFAN No
Water panel No

Features
PICARD is a steel freestanding stove with a rounded front which uniquely enhances the beautiful
vision of re. It is a great solution for people who are looking for a modern and ecological device.

 

MODERN DESIGN

Improved vision of the re thanks to the curved glass.

The interior of the stove is lined with innovative material TERMOTEC which perfectly contrasts with
the stove, giving it a modern design. TERMOTEC is a ceramic material which accumulates heat and
raises the temperature in the furnace.

Solid handle sliding (click-on), makes it easy to seal the door. Due to this, the appliance is suitable for
the homes with recuperation.

Under the combustion chamber there is an additional, closed chamber, in which the air inlet
connection system is hidden. Opening the chamber door is based on an intuitive push to open system
that does not require an additional handle.

 

ECOLOGICAL COMBUSTION

The stove meets the criteria of Ecodesign and the restrictive BImSchV 2 norm setting the maximum
CO emission.

 

MAXIMUM USE OF ENERGY

More e cient combustion and longer maintenance of temperature by lining the combustion chamber
with ceramic material TERMOTEC which accumulates heat and raises the temperature in the furnace.

Full combustion on the dust thanks to de ector which extend the exhaust path. This process



Technical drawing

increases the e ciency of burning and guarantees better energy use. It also minimizes the emission
of harmful substances to the atmosphere. Additionally a diphragm installed at the exhaust outlet
functions similarly to the de ector , enhances the effeciency of the device.

Primary air is supplied to the insert thanks to the built-in 100 mm external air inlet. Air inlet is located
from the bottom of the insert. Insert has a cover plate on the back wall and a hole in its base. Thanks
to it the user can choose how to connect the external air kit. Air adjustment is done with a throttle
adjustable by one regulator placed below the door. This solution prevents from improper usage.
Whole mechanism works quietly and without fail.

Triple air system of combustion chamber: primary air - directed to the grate; secondary air supplied by
the holes located in the back wall. Additionally, the system of air clean glass has been applied (curtain
air).

 

SAFETY AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

The PICARD front is equipped with heat-resistant ceramics that withstand temperatures up to 660°C.
The glass we propose is certi ed for quality and safety.

The body and front of the insert are resistant to high temperatures due to the use of high-grade steel.
They also ensure the stability of the entire structure.

Excellent tightness of the device is ensured thanks to solid welds made in the noble gas shield. Steel
elements are laser cut using modern devices and then bent on CNC bending machines.

 

COMFORTABLE USE

The furnace can easily be kept clean thanks to the removable grate and container in which ash is
collected.

The glazing stays clean thanks to the clean glass system used in it. The air curtain separates the
glass from the rebox. Thanks to that it does not get dirty.

PICARD has the ability to mount exhaust outlet both from the top and the back of the unit, making it
easy for installation (for back exhaust outlet installation purchase of top plate cover is required).

 



Additional options

Top plate cover for STOVE K5  
Top plate cover for STOVE K5 is required for back
exhaust outlet installation.

€4.67

Spring for door shutting MB, LUCY
L/BS, NADIA L/BS, AQUARIO,
STOVE AB S, STOVE AB S/2, ORBIT,
FALCON, ANTARES 
Spring for door shutting - automatically closes the
door.

€28.04

Steel pipe 150/1m 
Exhaust pipe designed for connecting wood- red

replace inserts an the existing ue pipes.

€20.09

Steel pipe 150/0.5m 
Exhaust pipe designed for connecting wood- red

replace inserts an the existing ue pipes.

€13.55
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Movable elbow 150/90 
Adjustable elbow up to 90°, 3-segment, diameter:
150 mm.

€21.03

Damper Ø 150 black 
The damper is designed to regulate the smoke
draft.

€21.03

Steel rosette Ø 150 
Rosette Ø 150, made of black sheet - a masking
element.

€3.97

Warranty
All the products available at www.kratki.com are brand new, free from any physical or legal defects.
The Producer grants a 5-year warranty from the moment of purchase of a stove for its reliable
operation. The ceramic liner is covered with a 2-year warranty from the moment of the purchase of
the stove. Grate and sealing for the stove are covered with a 1-year warranty from the moment of
the purchase of the stove. The warranty shall not cover heat-resistant ceramics. The application of
the stove, the method of joining with the chimney as well as the terms and conditions of use must
correspond with the manual.

Return
A Customer being a Consumer, who has concluded the Sales Contract may rescind thereof within a
period of 14 days without giving any reasons. The time limits run for the rescission of the Sales
Contract shall commence at the time of acquiring the Goods by the Customer or a third party of
their choice, other, however, than a carrier. The representations may be submitted in a form whose
template has been published by the Seller at the Online Shop Website.

https://kratki.com
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